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ABSTRACT: For all forensic disciplines dealing with identification—e.g., of glass, tool marks, fibers, faces, fingers, handwriting, speakers—in
which manual (subjective, nonautomated) processes play a role, operator dependencies are relevant. With respect to earprint identification, in the per-
iod 2002–2005, the Forensic Ear Identification research project collected a database of 1229 donors, three prints per ear, and laid down a ‘‘best prac-
tice’’ for print acquisition. Repeatability and reproducibility aspects of the print acquisition are tested. The study suggests that different operators may
acquire prints of differing quality, with equal error rates of the matching system ranging from 9% to 19%. Moreover, it turns out that ‘‘matching’’
earprints are more alike when taken in a consecutive row than when taken on separate occasions. This underlines the importance of (1) studying
operator effects, (2) operator training, and (3) not gathering ‘‘matching’’ reference material at the same occasion.
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In any forensic science dealing with identification, be it of glass,
tool marks, fibers, faces, fingerprints, handwriting, or speakers, in
which nonautomated (‘‘manual’’) processes play a role, results are
possibly operator dependent. From a validation point of view (Dau-
bert, Frye) it is important that thorough investigation takes place
before performance results are relied upon in judicial practice. The
current paper studies operator dependency of a semi-automated
identification system for earprints.

To solidify the scientific basis for earprint ⁄ earmark identification,
in the period 2002–2005 the Forensic Ear Identification (FearID)
project was carried out. The project was financed by the European
Union and executed by nine institutes, including police academies,
universities, the Netherlands Forensic Institute and two commercial
partners, over Italy, the Netherlands, and the U.K. In the three
countries, a training database was gathered of 1229 donors, who
donated three left and three right earprints each. Standard operating
procedures were designed for the recovery and lifting of donor ear-
prints, laid down in (1). The document contains directions and
instructions guiding the technician in the collection of earprints. An
important difference to earlier practice is that earprints were not
gathered by making donors apply different amounts of force to spe-
cial glass or flat surface. Starting from the notion that in practice a
perpetrator listens for (absence of) sound, and hence uses a stable
‘‘functional force,’’ donors were instructed to listen for a sound sup-
plied behind a glass plate. Earprints were then recovered from the
glass plate. (For nonwilling donors, this has the advantage that one
may check whether ‘‘functional force’’ was used by inquiring into
the content of what was heard.)

An operational software system was developed allowing for
scanning, storing, and processing of earprints. An example of this
processing is that investigators would add polylines (‘‘skeletons’’)

to the digitized earprint images following the imprint of the ear.
From these, connected structures were determined supposedly rep-
resenting the imprints, referred to as superstructures. An illustration
of this can be found in Fig. 1. On the basis of these superstructures,
further analysis was performed using image processing techniques.

Two methods were used to perform comparisons of earprints, on
the basis of the width of the superstructure along its axis and on
the basis of its curvature. In (2), the performance of the resulting
system for making comparisons is described. For both methods
combined, the equal error rate (EER) (see the section on Numerical
Evaluation) of the resulting matching system was found to be 8.5%
when comparing lab quality prints, and 15% when comparing lab
quality prints to ‘‘simulated crime scene marks’’ (made on a surface
of choice). Unpublished results on inter-operator effects in the
clicking of the polylines suggest that the matching system as such
is not dependent on whether the same or different operators add
polylines to the prints (per donor).

The standard operating procedure (SOP) laid down in (1)
describes in detail what equipment to use, when and how to clean
surfaces of the equipment, how to dust and lift earprints, and how to
instruct earprint donors. In this way, it should be guaranteed that
given different equipment, investigators, locations, etc., these circum-
stances will not significantly influence the print quality. Two funda-
mental issues concerning the design of the SOP, and the applicability
of resulting systems for matching of prints, are the following:

1. Repeatability: Are earprints from the same ear, taken repeatedly
under the same circumstances by the same operator sufficiently
similar?

2. Reproducibility: Are earprints from the same ear, taken repeat-
edly under different circumstances by different operators suffi-
ciently similar?

The answers to these questions provide information about the
applicability of the system, and are the ones the study at hand
seeks to answer. That is to say that the report is neither about the
classification of prints or performance of the operational system,
which can be found in (2), nor about stability of the image process-
ing procedure, but about the stability of print acquisition process of
earprints (the dusting and lifting of the prints). Our interest lies in
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stability of the results when different operators collect and dust the
prints (reproducibility), or when the same operator goes through the
procedure more than once (repeatability).

In the gathering of the FearID Main sample, prints from each
donor were all taken in one single run (of six prints), so it is not
possible to answer the above two questions using this large data-
base. To be able to investigate questions 1 and 2, a separate experi-
ment was performed.

The structure of the report is as follows: first a description is
given of the experiment as it took place in Italy, the Netherlands,
and the U.K. After that, a short explanation is given on feature
extraction, image processing, and the performance measure used to
investigate discriminative value of comparison scores. Next, the
results of the experiment with respect to the questions about repeat-
ability and reproducibility are presented. Finally, implications of
the results are discussed.

Description of the Experiment

The experiment was executed in the three participating countries,
Italy, the Netherlands, and the UK, by two investigators in each
country. From here on we refer to the investigators as operators.

The SOP consisted of the acquisition, in a consecutive run, of
10 earprints (five left, five right), using the medium Black Gel

Lifter. For each of the countries, the experiment consisted of each
of two operators executing the SOP twice for 18 donors. That is to
say, per country there were 18 donors of earprints, going through
the SOP four times. Thus, per donor, 40 earprints were gathered,
for 18 donors per country, amounting to 3 · 18 · 40 = 2160 ear-
prints in total. The earprints in the experiment might hence be
influenced by the following factors:
1. the country in which the earprint was taken,
2. the donor of the earprint,
3. the side (left or right) of the earprint,
4. the operator (per country: investigator A or B) taking the ear-

print, and
5. the number of the run (1 up to 4) in which the earprint was

taken.

For this information in a chart, see Fig. 2.
Per country, the order of the four runs was prescribed. Denoting

the two respective operators by A and B, the first two runs of the
SOP on donor 1 were for example taken by operator A and the
third and fourth run by operator B. For every donor, a similar
scheme is laid down in Table 1.

In this way, orthogonalization of the operators over the donors
was realized to avoid methodological confounding factors such as
bias in order, which might, e.g., lead to learning effects. The exper-
imental design allows us to study the relevance of the mentioned
factors.

Feature Extraction

On the basis of the earprint scan and the digitally added
(clicked) polylines, representing a skeleton for the ear imprint, the
area of the print taken up by the imprint of the ear itself is recon-
structed (segmented) as in Fig. 1. This area, in the figure on the
right, is referred to as superstructure and on the basis of local inten-
sities, a medial axis is attached for it.

Two methods were used for feature extraction, the implemen-
tation of which is described in (2). In the first method, pairs of
superstructures were compared on the basis of fitting them

FIG. 2—Overview of collected data.

FIG. 1—Example: original print, clicked polyline, and calculated
superstructure.
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optimally on top of each other, the superstructures represented
by their widths along the medial axes, weighted by correspond-
ing image intensities. The process is referred to as weighted
width comparison. The fitting ensures that the method is transla-
tion and rotation invariant, which makes the method suitable for
comparison of superstructures obtained from prints both from the
same ear and from two different ears. The second method con-
sisted in keeping track of the angle of the medial axis with the
x-axis of the digital image. The resulting signals were fitted on
top of each other by optimal translation. Comparison using this
method is translation and rotation invariant as well, and referred
to as angular comparison.

Through training on the FearID Main sample, cf. (2), and on the
basis of the statistical technique of binary logistic regression, cf.
(3), for any comparison of two earprints the following one-dimen-
sional combination of the above outcomes was determined:

D ¼ 1=ð1þ expð7:2� 0:68=angþ 3:6 lnðwwÞÞÞ:

Here ln is the natural logarithm, ww the outcome of the
weighted width comparison, and ang the outcome of the angular
comparison. The discriminant score D predicts a probability that
a pair of prints is matching, 1 pointing at a match, 0 at a
nonmatch.

Numerical Evaluation

With respect to performance of biometric systems, a key concept
is that of verification, or 1 to 1 comparison. The common perfor-
mance measure EER will be used to test system performance and
is described below.

A verification system is a classification system with two classes
of outcomes: matching (or positive or acceptance) and nonmatching
(or negative or rejection). Given the features in a system, for any
comparison of two entities, a single value is constructed optimally
summarizing the matching information. Classification takes place
according to whether the outcome does or does not exceed some
threshold t.

Common performance parameters with this type of system are
the probabilities of making a wrong judgment, expressed in the
false rejection rate (FRR) (cases in which the system declares a
nonmatch in case of a match) and false acceptance rate (FAR)
(cases in which the system declares a match in case of a non-
match). As the FRR and FAR are threshold-dependent, we rather
use the EER, which is by definition the (common) probability of
misclassification starting from the threshold t for which
FAR(t) = FRR(t).

An illustration of the above is given as Figure 3 in (2). EERs
allow to compare performance of the system when varying certain
factors, as in the present case: donor country, operator, or run. For
this, one could use the so-called receiver operator characteristics
(ROC) curve as well. The ROC curve is by definition the

collection of points [FAR(t), FRR(t)], for all t. Comparison of pairs
of ROC curves may be inconclusive though since for some fixed
FAR, system 1 may have a lower FRR than system 2, whereas for
another value it may be the other way around. This makes it diffi-
cult to evaluate the result of the comparison, and use of EERs is
preferred.

The EERs have the inconvenient property that it is not straight-
forward whether an EER of 6% is significantly improving an
EER of 8%. Because from a statistical point of view the EER is
a complex function of two samples (matching and nonmatching
comparisons), its probability distribution is unclear, even under
normality assumptions on the samples, and one cannot use para-
metric models to approximate its behavior. A usual approach is
to then use the statistical technique of bootstrapping, cf. (4), so as
to obtain confidence intervals for EERs. In practice, this means
that based on the two samples, a number of 1000 ‘‘re’’samples
are drawn from the two samples, of the same size as the original
samples, to get a simulation of the probability distribution of the
(estimator of the) EER. This leads to an approximation of confi-
dence intervals. In the following, rather than reporting point esti-
mates, we will report 95% bootstrap confidence intervals for
EERs.

Results

We turn to the results of the experiment. First we explore a pos-
sible effect of the factor country on the EER of the system. As a
side question, we look whether donor gender leads to significantly
different results. Next we look at the effect of different donors on
the EER, for the separate countries. After this we study the effect
of the factors operator (reproducibility) and run of the SOP
(repeatability).

We go about this as follows. First a graphical illustration of dif-
ferences in outcomes for matching and nonmatching pairs of prints,
given fixed states of the relevant factors, is presented by means of
box plots. The latter usually provide a good illustration on whether
factors have a significant influence on the discriminatory power of
the variable D. We quantify the above by the corresponding EER
intervals.

To reduce computational complexity, the number of nonmatch-
ing pairs of prints was downsampled to circa three times the num-
ber of matching pairs. Resulting numbers of comparisons will be
reported for each step of the analysis.

Country Effect

We look at the effect of the factor country on the EER of the
system. Figure 3 illustrates what happens. From left to right we
look at the resulting box plots for the outcomes of D for the differ-
ent countries, first looking at nonmatching, then at matching pairs
of prints.

In the box plots, the boxes denote the interquartile range, their
middle lines denoting the median. The whiskers show the distance
from the end of the box to the largest and smallest observed values
less than 1.5 box lengths from either end of the box. Outliers and
extremes are not depicted in the images. Corresponding 95% confi-
dence EER intervals are given in Table 2.

We note considerable differences between the countries. For
example, in country 2, the system has a much higher discriminative
power than in the other countries. This may result from the
following:
1. Per country, different operators gathered the prints.
2. Per country, different donors participated in the experiment.

TABLE 1—Scheme describing the order in which SOP runs were
performed.

Donor Donor Donor Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4

1 7 13 A A B B
2 8 14 A B A B
3 9 15 A B B A
4 10 16 B A A B
5 11 17 B A B A
6 12 18 B B A A

SOP, standard operating procedure.
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By construction we cannot distinguish between these two factors.
However, it does not make much sense that donors essentially dif-
fer per country. One reason why this could have been the case
nonetheless is a difference in donor gender. In countries 1 and 3,
there were nine male and nine female donors, in country 2 there
were 13 male donors and five females, and this might explain the
differences in results. In Fig. 4, the possibility of a gender effect is
studied. Corresponding EER intervals are given in Table 3.

The differences are not significant and do not explain the differ-
ences between the results for different countries.

In country 2, experienced police officers handled the acquisition
of the prints, and in countries 1 and 3 experts in biology and
anthropology who received only a short training in print acquisi-
tion. Hence, the country effect is probably connected to experience
of the operators.

Donor Effect

As there was a significant country effect, we furthermore sepa-
rated the data from the different countries.

Next we look at the effect that individual donors have on the
results. We illustrate what happens in Fig. 5, for eight different
donors from country 3. The left box plot represents outcomes for
nonmatching pairs of prints. Next are box plots corresponding to
comparisons of matching prints of the donors 1 up to 8. The differ-
ence in discriminative power of the outcomes per donor is

TABLE 2—EER 95% confidence intervals, with results divided up per
country, together with the numbers of matching and nonmatching outcomes

on which these are based.

Country Matches Nonmatches
EER

Interval (%)

1 6405 15,169 17–21
2 6802 15,300 8–11
3 6746 15,300 12–15

EER, equal error rate.

TABLE 3—EER 95% confidence intervals, with results divided up per
country and gender, together with the numbers of matching and

nonmatching outcomes on which these are based.

Country Gender Matches Nonmatches
EER

Interval (%)

1 M 3325 15,169 18–21
1 F 3080 15,169 17–20
2 M 4921 15,300 8–11
2 F 1881 15,300 9–11
3 M 3364 15,300 11–14
3 F 3382 15,300 13–17

EER, equal error rate.

FIG. 3—Box plots illustrating the effect of the factor ‘‘country’’ on the
discriminant scores. From left to right results for the different countries,
denoted by C1, C2, and C3, are shown, first for nonmatching comparisons
(Non), then for matching ones (Match).

FIG. 4—Box plots illustrating the effect of the factors ‘‘country’’ and
‘‘donor gender’’ on outcomes of the discriminant score. From left to right
results for the different countries, denoted by C1, C2, and C3, are shown,
first the outcomes for nonmatching comparisons (Non), then for matching
ones (Match), for males (M) and females (F), respectively.

FIG. 5—Box plots illustrating the effect of individual donors on discrimi-
nant scores. Depicted results are from country 3 (C3), first the outcomes for
nonmatching comparisons (Non), then for matching ones of the individual
donors 1, 2, ..., 8, respectively (D1, D2, ..., D8).
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considerable. The corresponding 95% confidence EER intervals are
given in Table 4. The above illustrates that one donor’s prints will
be more informative (smaller EER) than another’s.

Operator Effect (Reproducibility)

We turn to the effect of the operators on resulting discriminative
power, or reproducibility of the procedure. Dividing the pairs of
matching prints with respect to whether they were collected by dif-
ferent or identical operators, in Fig. 6, we look at what happens,
for the countries individually. EER intervals are depicted in
Table 5.

Following Table 5, there is no significant effect (per country) of
the factor operator on discriminative power of the outcomes of dis-
criminant scores.

Run Effect (Repeatability)

We have established that per country, operators obtain compara-
ble EERs, and matching prints are not more alike if taken by the
same operator. Next we look at the effect of different runs on
resulting discriminative power, or repeatability of the procedure.

Here the idea is that if matching prints are gathered consecutively
they might be more alike. Dividing all pairs of matching prints
according to whether they were collected in distinct runs or in the
same run, in Fig. 7, we study the relevant box plots for the coun-
tries individually. Per country, we distinguish between nonmatching
prints, matching prints from different runs of the SOP (undifferenti-
ated with respect to ‘‘operator situation’’), and matching prints from
the same run of the SOP, the latter split up according to the
operator.

There is a clear tendency of discriminative power being higher
when matching prints are from the same run. In EER intervals, see
Table 6.

In all of the countries, the system performs significantly better
(EERs are smaller) when matching prints have been gathered in
consecutive runs of the SOP.

TABLE 4—EERs (95% confidence intervals) with results divided up per
country and donor.

Country Donor Matches Nonmatches
EER

Interval (%)

3 1 380 15,300 16–20
3 2 380 15,300 24–28
3 3 380 15,300 12–15
3 4 380 15,300 4–6
3 5 324 15,300 11–14
3 6 380 15,300 13–16
3 7 380 15,300 18–22
3 8 361 15,300 8–11

FIG. 6—Box plots illustrating the effect of individual operators on discri-
minant scores, for the separate countries individually. From left to right
results are shown for the different countries, denoted by C1, C2, and C3.
Per country, first the outcomes are given for nonmatching comparisons
(Non), then for matching ones, gathered by operator 1 only (opt1), by oper-
ator 2 only (opt2), and by both operators (mixed), respectively. None of the
matching prints was gathered in the same run of the standard operating
procedure (SOP).

TABLE 5—EERs (95% confidence intervals) when results are divided up
with respect to country and operator situation.

Country
Operator
Situation Matches Nonmatches

EER
Interval (%)

1 1 816 15,169 20–24
1 2 865 15,169 17–21
1 Mixed 3360 15,169 19–22
2 1 895 15,300 8–11
2 2 895 15,300 7–10
2 Mixed 3580 15,300 10–13
3 1 890 15,300 14–17
3 2 885 15,300 13–17
3 Mixed 3551 15,300 13–16

EER, equal error rate.
With respect to ‘‘operator situation’’: by 1 and 2 it means that matching

prints were both collected by operator 1 or 2, respectively, by ‘‘mixed’’ that
matching prints were gathered by different operators. Pairs of matching
prints that were gathered in the same run of the standard operating proce-
dure were left out of the analysis.

FIG. 7—Box plots illustrating the effect of taking consecutive runs on dis-
criminant scores, for the separate countries individually. From left to right
results are shown for the different countries, denoted by C1, C2, and C3.
Per country, first the outcomes are given for nonmatching comparisons
(Non), then for matching ones, gathered by operator 1 in the same identical
run (run 1), then the same for operator 2 (run 2), and then for matching
prints from different runs (either from the same or separate operators)
(mixed) respectively.
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Conclusions and Discussion

The objective of the experiment was to study repeatability and
reproducibility of the acquisition process of earprints. To this end,
the possibility of country, donor, operator, and run effects was con-
sidered on the basis of an image processing based approach. We
found a significant effect of the operator country on the EER per-
formance of the comparison scores, probably due to experience of
the operators. For the countries individually, no operator effects
were found in the sense that matching prints from different ‘‘runs’’
of the SOP, taken by the same operator, do not produce results
more alike than those taken by different operators. On the other
hand, matching prints from the same run of the SOP lead to results
that are significantly more alike than those taken in distinct runs
(run effect). Different donors have largely differing behavior of
comparison scores for matching prints: one person may leave con-
sistently ‘‘better’’ earprints than another.

Besides via image processing routines, comparison of prints
was implemented on the basis of anatomical annotation, by
anthropological experts. Results of the combined approaches are
described in (2). Inter-operator effects in the anatomical annotation
of earprints are studied in (5). Here, it turns out that the resulting
classification system is unstable in cases where operators are var-
ied, in the sense that smaller EERs are achieved when identical
operators annotate matching earprints than when different opera-
tors do this. Because of this, in this paper anatomical annotations
were not used in the classification process. This does not mean
that the authors are of the opinion that earprint identification on
the basis of anatomical annotation by experts does not work. It
does mean that the FearID project was unsuccessful in objectify-
ing the expert knowledge through pattern recognition on the basis
of annotated points, with predefined labels attached. It makes
sense to test expert knowledge through proficiency tests. The
reader interested in the biological or anthropological side of ear-
print comparison is referred to (6) and (7).

We compare the EERs found to the ones encountered in the lar-
ger main FearID database. As stated in the introduction, this con-
sists of 1229 donors donating three left and three right earprints
each. Performance was determined on a validation subset of 458
donors. The database was gathered in the same countries by the
same operators as the current experiment. With respect to matching
pairs of prints, prints were always gathered in a single run by a sin-
gle operator. As a result, we compare the results from the Main
sample to the ones in the current study for matches from the same
run. The results are shown in Table 7.

Table 7 suggests a continuing country effect, with worse system
performance on the larger validation sample than on the sample of
the current experiment. Performance on the validation sample is
probably more relevant (operators having gathered experience and
the situation seems to resemble reality more). Next to this, the current
study suggests run effects which will have influenced EERs for the
Main sample as well. The EERs reported in (2) are therefore probably
better (smaller) than the ones obtainable in an operational environ-
ment. On the other hand, the threshold values for the classification
acquired on the basis of the training sample will be too conservative.

In the current setting of earprint comparison, with respect to
questions about repeatability and reproducibility, we find definite
country, run, and donor effects. This underlines the importance of
studying operator effects in the forensic field. Moreover, it shows
that it is worthwhile that operators are well trained and experienced
in print acquisition. Finally, it shows that when gathering ‘‘match-
ing’’ traces for a database, it is worthwhile to not gather them all at
the same time.
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TABLE 6—EERs (95% confidence intervals) when results are divided up
with respect to country and ‘‘run situation.’’

Country
Run

Situation Matches Nonmatches
EER

Interval (%)

1 1 672 15,169 11–13
1 2 692 15,169 11–14
1 Mixed runs 5041 15,169 19–22
2 1 716 15,300 5–7
2 2 716 15,300 4–7
2 Mixed runs 5370 15,300 9–12
3 1 712 15,300 8–10
3 2 708 15,300 9–11
3 Mixed runs 5326 15,300 13–16

EER, equal error rate.
Run situations are denoted by 1 or 2 if the matching prints were gathered

in the same run of the standard operating procedure, by operator 1 or 2,
respectively. ‘‘Mixed runs’’ means that matching pairs of prints were gath-
ered in different runs.

TABLE 7—Comparison of EER intervals per country for both the sample
of the current SOP experiment and the main FearID validation sample.

EER intervals Country 1 Country 2 Country 3

Current experiment 11–13% 5–7% 8–10%
FearID validation sample 14–17% 8–11% 11–14%

SOP, standard operating procedure; EER, equal error rate; FearID, Foren-
sic Ear Identification.
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